### ACTIVE MAJOR PROJECTS

**Project Number** | **Description** | **FSU PM** | **Architect / Engineer** | **Const. Mgr / Contractor** | **NTP-A/E** | **Bid or GMP** | **NTP Const** | **Subst Comp** | **Planning** | **Construction** | **Equipment** | **Total** | **Source**
---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---
FS-263 | Student Union Expansion | KB | Wkshp/ALW | Ajax | 01/15/17 | 06/15/18 | 07/15/18 | 03/15/22 | 10,917,654 | 126,337,506 | 4,830,358 | 142,085,518 | CITF/FSU
FS-264 | Hoffman Teaching Lab Renovations | MJS | Childers/HN/AEI | 11/01/17 | 11/02/18 | 01/01/19 | 03/24/21 | 999,028 | 15,775,172 | 425,000 | 17,199,200 | FSU
FS-264A | Bio Unit One Renovations | MJS | Childers/HN/AEI | 10/16/17 | 12/14/18 | 02/07/19 | 02/15/21 | 1,824,586 | 17,407,581 | 767,833 | 20,000,000 | FSU
FS-268 | STEAM Classroom Building & Auditorium | JS | BFS | Culpepper | 07/15/18 | 02/15/19 | 05/15/19 | 10/12/21 | 1,328,737 | 15,247,565 | 416,191 | 16,992,493 | FCO/FSU
FS-276 | Center for Advanced Power Systems (CAPS) | MJS | AW/HN | 08/01/18 | 01/15/19 | 03/07/19 | 07/21/21 | 560,089 | 9,017,911 | 92,000 | 10,000,000 | SRAD/PRIV
FS-206 | College of Business Building | BA | GC | Culpepper | 03/10/18 | TBD | TBD | TBD | 6,505,000 | 75,244,000 | 6,251,000 | 88,000,000 | P3
FS-275 | Interdisciplinary Research & Commercialization Bldg (IRCB) | MJS | Wilson | WT | 04/10/15 | TBD | TBD | TBD | 8,108,403 | 70,791,597 | 9,100,000 | 88,000,000 | PRIV/FSU/FCO

**Projects Underway Total:** $403,977,211

### FSU PM (Project Manager) Abbreviations
- BL = Bill Lamb (644-3504)
- GF=Gary Feldman (645-4990)
- KB = Kim Ball (644-1290)
- BQ = Biff Quarles (644-0478)
- LR = Larry Rubin (644-3591)
- BA = Brad Adams (644-0281)
- MJS = Mary Jo Spector (644-8313)
- BC = Brian Cannady (408-9438)
- JS = Justin Shafer (644-2902)
- KM = Kent Malik (519-3367)
- GM = Gary Metcalf (591-8413)

###Architect/Engineer Abbreviations
- AEI = Affiliated Engineering
- ALW = Architects: Lewis+Whitlock
- BCJ = Bohlin Cywinski Jackson
- BFBA = Barnett,Fronczak Barlowe Architects
- EMI = Elliott, Marshall, Innes
- GC = Goody Clancy
- GRCA = Gilchrist Ross Crowe Architects
- HN = Hicks Nation
- Wilson = Wilson Architects
- Wkshp = Workshop Architects
- BFS = B. Frank Studios

### Construction Manager Abbreviations
- DB = Design/Build
- TBD = To Be Determined